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Abstract— Document Filter Based on Extracted 

Concepts is integrating two Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) tools, ConceptNet and Antelope, to 
get the best results from their synergy in extracting a 
topic and important conceptions from a text. The 
proposed solution processes and extracts important 
information from specified text, and represents them in 
a form of a cloud (a fuzzy set) of concepts and 
contexts. Based on a selected concept, specific parts 
of a text would be magnified and thus displayed to the 
user as more significant. The interaction with the 
visually represented results is easy and intuitive. 

 

 Index Terms—, Concept Mining, Context 
Extraction, Fuzzy Logic, QA Systems, Concept Cloud, 
Natural Language Processing, Document Filtering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
ecently, many systems were developed for 
information extraction from texts written in a 

natural language, based on: statistical and text 
mining approach (e.g. Gate [1], Rapidminer [2]) 
or natural language processing (e.g. 
ConceptMine [3], Antelope [4], and ConceptNet 
[5]). 

Statistical approach is characterized primarily 
with greater accuracy for the larger processing 
corpus, easier implementation, and a long history 
of development and use [6] [7]. Nevertheless, if it 
is the case to process a shorter text, this 
approach does not give the best results. Well-
known techniques for processing shorter texts 
are related to the field of computational linguistics 
[8] [9]. However, in processing general purpose 
texts, unrelated to a specific area the use of 
computational linguistics in most cases do not 
bring sufficient results [10]. 

Over time, the development of natural 
language processing tools with increasing 
computer performance and available memory 
made executing demanding techniques of 
artificial intelligence for PC programs possible.  

Essentially, this system has been designed for 
extracting relevant concepts from some structural 
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text unit (e.g. chapter, paragraph or sentence), 
where, based on a selected concept, specific 
parts of a text would be magnified and thus 
displayed to the user as more significant. 
Considering that these text units regarding their 
nature are not very long the decision was to 
involve NLP techniques in this project. 

Discovered concepts are visually represented 
in a form of a concept cloud (TagCloud 
visualization [11] [12]). One of the benefits of this 
approach is that the more significant the 
concepts are, the bigger font size they have, 
which gives a more intuitive representation of 
relations between specific concepts and their 
importance in the text. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Question-answering systems (QA systems) are 

something that scientists have been continually 
developing since the beginning of the sixties. 
Early systems were made specifically for a 
certain domain like medicine or biology, where 
development was based on latest achievements 
in the fields of information extraction and 
information retrieval and a large part of papers 
have been published at the Text REtrieval 
Conferences (TREC).   

Greater progress in a field of general topic QA 
systems started afterwards. One successful 
system was Cymphony [13] published in 1999 
and it was based on the search for named 
entities and their relations (at the semantic level). 
At the University of Pisa, the development of a 
system called Pisab [14] in 2000 began and it 
was one of the first question answering systems 
based on concept indexing. Authors stated that 
the concept extraction technology was not 
sufficiently developed at the time to provide 
satisfactory results. At the same year, scientist 
from the University of Alicante in Spain worked 
on a QA system on a semantic level [15] based 
on WordNet lexicon [16], and it achieved better 
results. In the following years, more and more 
focus was shifted on the research of question 
answering systems based on a conceptual level.  

Already in 2002, AnswerBus [17] provided 
responses using available web search engines 
and showed excellent results with approximately 
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seventy percent chance that the correct answer 
will be among the first five, while its general 
accuracy was about sixty percent. In the same 
year in which Goose [18] appeared, as one of the 
first systems that used Open Mind Common 
Sense [19], a common knowledge base that 
ConceptNet is based on. During the next years, 
the ideas about the influence of context on the 
QA systems’ accuracy were proposed [20] [21]. 

Although there are various implementations of 
QA systems that employ different principles of 
concept extraction [22] [23], all of them mainly 
relay on an available knowledge represented in 
some form (e.g. text) and selection is made 
between results on statistical criteria. This is not 
the case with the presented problem where 
filtering is based on some small portions of text, 
usually paragraphs or sentences. Therefore, 
another approach is needed and the proposed 
solution is using, as its foundation, a synergy 
between ConceptNet and WordNet, that 
generally gives better results than when these 
two lexicons are used separately [24] [25].  

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
A Natural Language Processing framework, 

named Antelope (Advanced Natural Language 
Object--oriented Processing Environment) [4], is 
implemented in .NET technology and it is based 
on the eXtended WordNet [26] lexicon that 
extends the WordNet conceptualization. Antelope 
has a semantic parser and Word Sense 
Disambiguation (WSD) ability. It also integrates 
SUMO, formal high-level ontology [27] as well as 
the Stanford parser [28], statistical parser of great 
accuracy. On top of that, it includes tools for 
Named Entity Recognition (NER) and the 
detection of context, time and location. Because 
of these, Antelope was chosen as one of the 
tools used in this project. 

ConceptNet is a very large semantic network of 
common knowledge that is created at the 
University of MIT. It is based on an 
aforementioned Open Mind Commonsense 
Project [19], where collected sentences from this 
project were coupled in a network of half-
structured fragments of natural language 
representing concepts. This structure is a more 
flexible and suitable way of representing 
knowledge for NLP than formal logic [5]. 
ConceptNet also contains tools for text 
processing inherited from MontyLingua project 
[29], specifically for lexical, syntactic and 
semantic parsing. 

Unlike lexicons and thesauri such as WordNet, 
ConceptNet in its knowledge base contains some 
ambiguities as they are in the nature of natural 
languages. Logically, this would be considered as 

incorrect, but as a semantic network of common 
knowledge, ConceptNet is more a representation 
of concepts from ā natural language perspective 
then from a logical perspective. This is simply 
inevitable as the semantic network is represented 
in fragments of natural languages. On the other 
hand, ConceptNet is in this way optimized for 
finding related concepts, while for ambiguity 
resolution   it uses help from lexicons such as 
WordNet, FrameNet [30], Longman's Dictionary 
of Contemporary English - LDOCE and Beth 
Levine's English Verb Classes. 

As mentioned before, Antelope in most cases 
recognizes named entities (e.g. human names, 
names of organizations, countries, cities, etc.) 
and some concepts, while in the experimental 
phase contains support for context recognition. 
How context can have its contribution in the 
recognition of terms and concepts, this 
information, although not always accurate, is 
stored in the system and used in the concept 
cloud. In addition, Antelope finds a lot less 
important concepts than ConceptNet, while 
ConceptNet gives good results in finding the 
existing concepts, as well as other related 
concepts, but it is not finding named entities and 
not recognizing the context. 

Concerning that both tools have the possibility 
of concept extraction (although each in a different 
way), the resulting concept cloud is made as a 
union of produced concept sets. That is, if only 
one tool finds a concept, it enters the final set 
with its own weight. Otherwise, the weight is 
calculated as a fuzzy sum of given weights from 
both tools. Fuzzy logic is chosen as it appeared 
very useful for describing concept relations and 
development of semantic web [31], where the 
probabilistic T co-norm was used for summing (U 
(a, b) = a + b - a * b) because of its slower 
convergence (see Figure 1). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 1. a) Probabilistic T co-norm,  
b) Einstein’s T co-norm  
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The extraction of concepts and context are 
generally followed by errors such as incorrectly 
discovered context in Antelope, or related 
concepts in ConceptNet. In order to reduce the 
number of errors during the extraction phase, a 
linear dependence was identified between the 
maximal weight of incorrectly detected concepts 
and the length of a question (more details in 
Section 5). There was no dependence found 
between the probability of incorrect context 
identification and any other given data, thus the 
system simply rejects context if its weight is not 
above the specified threshold. 

In order to increase additionally the probability 

of Antelope finding the correct context, a simple 
fact is used: that it is harder to correctly conclude 
the topic from a bigger text then from a shorter 
one, consisting of most important concepts. For 
that reason, after all the results are gathered, the 
total list of available information is forwarded 
again to Antelope for context extraction, this time 
with a higher probability.  

Other than that, a list of prohibited words that 
should not appear in the concept cloud is also 
introduced in order to further reduce the number 
of errors. Such words are usually articles, 
pronouns, numbers, interrogatives (like how, 
who, when, etc.) and other auxiliary words 
without much informative value. 

 

a.) generated concepts cloud from the text, 

  

b.) when communicate concept is selected. 
Figure 2. Document Filter Prototype.
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The system architecture is consisted of the 

NLP Engine module for the relevant information 
extraction and the presentation component that 
displays and interacts with the concept cloud. 
The communication between the NLP Engine 
module and the presentation component is 
asynchronous. The text that needs to be 
processed is delivered to the NLP module and 
after that, its internal thread continues the 
processing independently. When processing is 
finished, the module sends notification to the 
presentation component that the data is 
available. After that, the concept cloud is being 
created by converting the data into its graphic 
representation. 

All concepts, contexts and named entities are 
composed of their text representation and the 
fuzzy value. These objects are elements of a 
fuzzy set that creates the concept cloud (see 
Figure 2). Concepts with their values form 
context in a wider sense, which together with the 
context generated from Antelope, produces a 
certain fingerprint of a processed text. This 
fingerprint is specific for each particular text unit 
and is similar for units with the same topic. 

NLP engine module consists of the resources 
for connecting to Antelope and ConceptNet, 
filters for the words that should not appear in the 
cloud and two dedicated threads, one for a 
communication with the local Antelope resource, 
and other that has remote access to ConceptNet. 

ConceptNet resource is implemented as a Web 
service in a Microsoft Windows Communication 
Foundation [32] technology in order to reduce the 
effect of the cold start delay, while Antelope is 
embedded in a client application, as its warm-up 
time is relatively short. This way parallel 
processing on both tools is gained, passing a part 
of a processing job to the client machine and 
avoiding heavy burden on the server. In addition, 
since Antelope is called twice, once to find 
available information from text and the other time, 
to extract the context from integrated results with 
ConceptNet more precisely, performances are 
improved accordingly, having in mind that calls 
from the local memory take up less time than 
remote server calls. 

5. TUNING AND EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTED 
PROTOTYPE 

Both ConceptNet and Antelope impose certain 
errors into decision-making, as integrated NLP 
tools in the Document Filter Based on Extracted 
Concepts. Based on empirical results, in order to 
reduce the number of these errors, some design 
decisions were made. One was to ignore the 
results with values below the error threshold, 
then to ignore the results that contain more than 

two words and to ignore the results that are on 
the list of prohibited words. 

The list of prohibited words, which contains all 
words that do not carry any important 
information, is introduced to filter out the words 
that are considered as invalid results. In addition, 
with the increase of the number of words in the 
result increases the chance that the result is 
incorrect. On a sample of about 50 randomly 
chosen texts it was noticed that a great majority 
(more then 93%) of results, which have more 
than three words and most of the results (above 
87%) with more than two words, are incorrect. 
Therefore, the results that are considered to have 
a large likelihood of being erroneous are ignored 
in order to reduce the number of incorrect results. 

The NLP tools as less likely mark results that 
have smaller values. Thus, context or concepts 
that have less value generally have a greater 
chance to be incorrect. This means that there is a 
threshold value for errors, so that if the results 
are below this value they have a high probability 
of being incorrect. To prove this claim, an empiric 
test of implemented prototype was carried out. 

One of the basic project decisions in the test 
was to try to find dependence between the 
maximum value of incorrect results, or the error 
threshold, and the size of the text (more 
specifically the word count). The normal range for 
average structural units (paragraphs or 
sentences) are usually between ten and sixty 
words, therefore, tests were executed on texts 
with a word count that are in that scope. 

The results showed that the number of 
incorrectly found contexts and the maximum 
value of an incorrect context are independent of 
the number of words in a text. However, the 
maximum value of incorrect concepts grows 
linearly with the increasing number of words in a 
text (see Figure 4.) according to the formula: 

 
threshold for incorrect concepts = 7.45% + 
number of words in the text * 0.11% 
 

 
Figure 4. Linear approximation of the threshold function 

for incorrect concepts 
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Since there is always one up to four concepts 
that deviate from this formula, an attempt has 
been made to find a possible relationship. 
Particularly, the observed relationship was the 
one between the difference among the maximum 
value of incorrect concepts in a text and the limit 
value for error made by the previous formula, and 
a relative relationship between the highest value 
and the limit value for error. During the testing, no 
such existing relationship was found.  

The already mentioned formula was selected 
for calculating the limit value for wrong concepts. 
A constant of 3% was chosen as the maximum 
value for incorrectly extracted contexts, since a 
high number of contexts found above this 
constant were correct and a high number of 
contexts found below were wrong. 

6. CONCLUSION 
The Document Filter Based on Extracted 

Concepts is conceived as a visual and easy to 
use application that employs synergy of two 
existing NLP technologies for the concept cloud 
extraction from text and filtering significant parts 
of a text, based on a selected concept. It is 
specialized for shorter texts, usually paragraphs 
or sentences, where it showed satisfying results. 
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